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Abstract- Cloud computing has emerged as a new model of computing. It is a paradigm shift in computing history.
Cloud services can be availed without capital investment as they are commoditized. Cloud users get services in pay per
use fashion and enjoy many benefits of cloud including low cost and accessibility from anywhere in the world.
However, users have security concerns as they outsource their valuable business data to cloud and treat the cloud as
“untrusted”. With a single cloud service provider there might be the risk of service availability, failure possibility and
insider theft of data. Moving towards multiple clouds can address security problems. This paper aims of investigating
how multi-cloud deployments can reduce security risk and have impact on the usage of the cloud computing
technology. We built a prototype application to simulate the advantages of using multi-clouds to improve security. The
empirical results revealed that multi-clouds can reduce security risks.
Index Terms – Cloud computing, security, single cloud, multi-clouds
I. Introduction
Cloud computing is being used by many organizations and the benefits are realized by general public in many ways.
Cloud service providers such as IBM, Microsoft, Amazon, Oracle and so on are providing various kinds of cloud
services. The services include Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). These services can be used by cloud users in pay per use fashion without investment. According to Subashini and
Kavitha [1], cloud computing can be used by small and medium sized companies to increase their potential to serve their
clients better and generate more revenues by reducing the existing infrastructure costs. However, for rapid growth of
cloud computing, the cloud providers are supposed address security issues in cloud storage with high priority. It has been
observed that single cloud usage has problems in service availability, failure rate, and insider theft and so on. For this
reason there was considerable research into the study of multi-cloud usage for curbing security problems. This paper
provides necessary insights into the usage of multi-clouds and the possible reduction in security risk of cloud data
storage. Cloud users expect protection to their confidential information which has been outsourced to client. The data
might include sensitive personal information, health related records which is critical and to be protected from malicious
insider attacks.
This paper throws light into various cloud features, deployments, service models, single cloud, and multi-clouds
from security perspective. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides review of literature.
Section III provides security risks in cloud computing. Section IV describes proposed security architecture. Section V
provides the proposed prototype to simulate the benefits of using multi-clouds. Section VI presents experimental results
while section VII concludes the paper.
II.
PRIOR WORK
This section provides brief summary review of prior works on cloud computing with respect to security. Multi-shares
with secret sharing algorithm was proposed in [2] for cloud security and data integrity. In [3] cloud security was explored
using cryptographic methods. The security risks addressed include service availability, data intrusion, and data integrity.
The solution used cloud storage and multi-clouds. In [4] a survey has been made to know security issues and solutions
with respect to single cloud. In [5] RACS and RAID kind of techniques were used for cloud security using multi-clouds.
In [6] client centric distributed protocols were explored for data integrity with multi-clouds usage. In [7] service
availability problem was focused in single cloud environment. In [8] there was discussion about cloud security issues. In
[9] cryptography is used to protect cloud data in single cloud environment. In [10] a security mechanism by name
“Depot” is used to single cloud environment. A security mechanism by name “Venus” was proposed in [11] which
focused on data integrity issue in single cloud environment. Service availability was focused in [1] in single cloud
environment. In [12] a survey is made on cloud security. In [13] cloud data integrity is focused in single cloud
environment. In [14] a new security mechanism was proposed by name “HAIL” for improving service availability in
multi-cloud environment. In [15] a survey was done on cloud data integrity in multi-cloud environment. Encrypted cloud
VPN technique is used in [16] for data integrity in multi-cloud environment. Cloud security was discussed in [17] in
single cloud environment. TCCP techniques for cloud data integrity issues and service availability were presented in [18]
in single cloud environment. Homomorphic tokens and erasure codes were used in [19] to ensure cloud data integrity in
single cloud environment. PDP schemes were used to protect data integrity in clouds. In [20] cloud computing security
was explored in single cloud environment.
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III.
SECURITY RISKS IN CLOUD COMPUTING
There are three important security risks identified in cloud computing. They are data integrity, data intrusion and service
availability. Data integrity is the one that causes most of the security problems. This is because the data is very
vulnerable to cloud users. Loss of data integrity has severe impact on them. Many researches were found on this security
risk [15], [21], [22] and [23]. Data intrusion is another security risk which is possible when hackers gain access to
sensitive information. To address such problem considerable research was carried out [24], [20]. Service availability is
another security risk which is very important from client point of view. Cloud clients expect round the clock availability
of cloud services. Many service availability risks were explored in [25], [15], [20], and [26].
IV.
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In this paper we propose an architecture for multi-cloud which is similar to the one presented in [8]. The architecture has
provision for multiple clouds that work together. It can be called as cloud of clouds. The architecture is as shown in fig.
1.

Fig. 1 – Multi-cloud architecture (excerpt from [3])

Security Risk

As can be seen in fig. 1, it is evident that the architecture has provision for multiple clouds. The data outsourced by
clients can store in any cloud. It does mean that the multiple clouds work together. This will automatically improve
service availability and reduce the risk of losing data as well. With regard to internal theft strict measures are to be used
by cloud service providers.
V. PROTOTYPE APPLICATION
We have built a prototype application in distributed environment. The application demonstrates the presence of multiple
clouds and their storage dynamics. The application is built in Java platform to simulate the multi-cloud environment. The
environment used for application development is a PC with 4 GB RAM, Core 2 dual processor running Windows 7
operating system. Net Beans is the IDE used for development. The server programs were built in such a way that they
work together to reduce security risk.
VI.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
From the experiments on multiple clouds it has been observed that, the storage security risk is considerably reduced
when number of clouds is increased. The simulation results revealed this fact.
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Fig. 2 – Number of clouds vs. security risk
As can be seen in fig. 2, it is evident that the horizontal axis represents number of clouds while the vertical axis
represents security risk. The results reveal that the security risk is reduced when number of clouds is increased.
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VII.
Conclusion
Cloud computing phenomenon is rapidly growing. Cloud users are able to get services with low cost and greater
accessibility. However, their security concerns are to be addressed. In this paper, we proposed an architecture that makes
use of multiple clouds together to improve service availability and reducing the risk of data loss. We have implemented a
custom Java simulator application that demonstrated the usefulness of multi cloud. The experimental results revealed that
the multiple clouds are capable of reducing security risk.
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